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The Value Proposition 

Increase  OAT Case 
Acceptance:



Are you “in sales”? 



Are you “in sales”



Who in this room is in “sales”? 



First rule of selling is…



Find out what you need to sell.



The number one concern 



Who has the sleeping disorder? 



1 in 100 women also have sleep apnea



Tired at work and unproductive 



Overweight



Risk of loosing their job



Falling asleep in class



She used to be nice….



Fall asleep driving 



Jail time…. He got lucky 

• Gibson, 54, of Bathurst Road, Gloucester, who 
believed he was suffering from sleep apnea, and 
had been known to drop off to sleep at home, 
was jailed for 15 months at Warwick Crown Court 
, after previously pleading guilty to five counts 
of dangerous driving.

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/all-about/courts


Could this guy be your patient? 



Do…. Identify your patient and 
speak their language  



Don’t …..confuse your patient 



What is sleep apnea? Translation

You don’t sleep for fun, our bodies and minds need sleep to live and function

Think about a baby, how many hours a day does a baby sleep and why? How 

much growth happens in a short amount of time? 

Three types of apnea’s 

1. Partial 

2. Full

3. Whoops my brain forgot to breath- central 

4. There are 5 stages of sleep, throughout the night we need UNINTERUPTED 

QUALITY sleep in all these stages of sleep. 

N1, N2, N3 REM 



Now…. We will connect and 
educate our patient 



N1 – throw it out, who cares 



N2 and N3/N4- deep sleep



N2 and N3/N4 – wake up refreshed 



Michael Jackson died while preparing 
to set a world record for the most 
successful concert run, but he 
unknowingly set another record that 
led to his death.
Jackson may be the only human ever 
to go two months without REM --
rapid eye movement -- sleep, which is 
vital to keep the brain and body alive. 
The 60 nights of propofol infusions Dr. 
Conrad Murray gave Jackson to treat 
his insomnia, is something a sleep 
expert says no one had ever 
undergone.

http://www.cnn.com/2013/04/03/us/conrad-murray-fast-facts/index.html


Czeisler -- who serves as a sleep consultant to NASA, the CIA and 

the Rolling Stones -- testified Thursday that the "drug-induced 

coma" induced by propofol leaves a patient with the same 

refreshed feeling of a good sleep but without the benefits that 

genuine sleep delivers in repairing brain cells and the body.

"It would be like eating some sort of cellulose pellets instead of 

dinner," he said. "Your stomach would be full, and you would not 

be hungry, but it would be zero calories and not fulfill any of your 

nutrition needs.”

Depriving someone of REM sleep for a long period of time makes 

them paranoid, anxiety-filled, depressed, unable to learn, 

distracted and sloppy, Czeisler testified. They lose their balance 

and appetite while their physical reflexes get 10 times slower and 

their emotional responses 10 times stronger, he said.



A lecture on sleep Jurors appeared quite interested as Czeisler

lectured them Thursday on his sleep research, including an explanation 

of circadian rhythm: the internal clock in the brain that controls the 

timing of when we sleep and wake and the timing of the release of 

hormones

"That's why we sleep at night and are awake in the day," he said.

Your brain needs sleep to repair and maintain its neurons every night, 

he said.

Blood cells cycle out every few weeks, but brain cells are for a 

lifetime, he said.

"Like a computer, the brain has to go offline to maintain cells that we 

keep for life, since we don't make more," he said. "Sleep is the repair 

and maintenance of the brain cells."



Stress – the other side of sleep 
apnea Fight or Flight 



Lets review side effects 

So lets review what the side effects of sleep apnea are. What 

this condition you have is doing to your mind and your body.

1. Excessively tired and less productive

2. Un motivated or restless 

3. High blood pressure

4. Diabetes

5. Depression

6. Stroke 

7. Heart attack 

8. Die in your sleep



Medical terminology  

Conditions that may be associated with sleep apnea include the 

following:

Congestive heart failure 

Hypothyroid Disease 

Kidney failure 

Neurological diseases, such as 

Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, and amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig's disease)

Damage to the brainstem caused by encephalitis, stroke, injury, 

or other factors

http://www.webmd.com/parkinsons-disease/default.htm
http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/default.htm
http://www.webmd.com/brain/understanding-als-basics
http://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/understanding-encephalitis-basics
http://www.webmd.com/stroke/ss/slideshow-stroke-overview


Long term …….

What happens to the brain when it doesn't’t get oxygen? Cells DIE.

Think of a near drowning victim, loss of oxygen causes brain 

damage. Throughout the night you are suffocating, drowning, 

without oxygen! 

And when we loose brain cells what happens?

1. Dementia

2. Alzheimer’s 

3. Fibromyalgia

4. Parkinson's



Normal amounts of sleep time 

Normal Sleep

Normal sleep % are:

Stage 1 - 5%

Stage 2 - 55%

Stage 3/4 - 20%

REM - 20%



Lets review your sleep study…

Patients love to hear about themselves and talk about 

themselves. 

Be an active listener and help them connect their health 

issues and feelings to their sleep apnea. 

Empower them to own their sleep apnea and to treat it. 

Let’s do it- please find a sleep study in your course material 

and review it with me. 





Your treatment options 

1.CPAP 

2.Oral appliance 

3.Surgery



Show your patients the appliance

CPAP MASK 



Which one do you want? 

Choosing creates 
ownership Signifies commitment



Did you sign up for the raffle? 



Cost??? Insurance ??? 



How Does Medical insurance work 
in 2017 ? 



Reality is…. 



Google, WebMD, and 
Hypochondriacs



Do not rely on Insurance to sell



Follow the rules and guidelines 
for payment



Always always ALWAYS good news 

Its all in the presentation….

“Mrs. Smith, great news is this a covered benefit under most plans and we will find 

out what your medical coverage is.” 

“As soon as we get an approval from your plan we will get started, but lets have 

you schedule in 3 weeks, if we get an approval before that we will call you and get 

you in sooner.’

“We will work with you and your insurance plan and may agree to accept their fee 

as our own or negotiate a lower fee as a courtesy. You also have the option to not 

use your insurance and start right away and take advantage of our substantial  

cash discount if you pay up front, in full, in cash”

“again, we will work with you and your plan, we would never turn anyone away for 

treatment, but we can not accept less then what our cash patients pay” 



Set a fee and forget it? 

What is a reasonable fee? 

$1800.00?    $2500.00?     $3300.00? 

This is your fee, no negotiations and what ever the 

insurance pays they pay and the patient pays the 

difference regardless. You can charge the patient in full 

and assign the benefits to be paid to the patient. 



Or… bill UCR and Negotiate 

Not a reasonable fee…. It’s a Medical fee

$5000.00?      $6500.00?     $9500.00? 

This is an inflated fee, as you know insurance will 

“allow” 50% of what you bill. 

You have the option with most plans to negotiate the 

fee and or agree to accept the insurance allowed 

amount as a courtesy. 



Verbiage for discussing fee’s 

• "Mrs. Smith our full medical fee for the oral appliance is 
6500.00 plus exams and x-rays and follow up visits . We are 
not in network with the medical plans as we are a dental 
office and they will not let us in their network, but we 
are happy to work with your insurance company we may 
agree to negotiate a lesser fee or accept their allowed 
amount as if we were in network. We also offer a cash 
discounted rate to our non insured patients and that fee is 
2500.00 all inclusive for 90 days of treatment. You are 
welcome to not use your insurance and pay cash in full up 
front. If you would like to use your insurance will find out 
what your deductible is and co-pays are and since we have 
no idea what they will allow we can use our discounted 
rate to estimate a co-pay. Again we will work with you and 
your plan but we cannot accept less than our cash paying 
patients pay.





Same day dentistry- RULES  

• You can always have a patient commit to 
treatment that same day and take impressions to 
seal the deal. I encourage it! 

• Communication and commitment are required 
for same day dentistry. 

• Have a signed financial agreement and bill to 
insurance on delivery date within the approval 
date. 



• FINANCIAL AGREEMENT

• This office charges a customary fee for Dental Sleep Therapy (DST) of 
$6500.00 plus the cost of exams, x-rays, and follow up visits. As a dental 
office we are not in network with any of the Medical plans.  Due to our 
provider status we may negotiate a lesser fee on your behalf or we may 
accept your insurance plans fees as our own as a courtesy to you. You also 
have the option to pre-pay up front in full 2500.00 and bill your own 
insurance.   

• It is our normal policy to collect the full cost of DST by the delivery of your 
appliance. As a courtesy we have agreed to accept $_________ as an 
initial payment based on your remaining deducible and co-insurance 
calculated on a 2500.00 base rate. Your maximum out of pocket expense 
will not exceed this rate.  We cannot accept less then our cash paying 
patients for this service. 

• If any insurance payments go directly to you, you are required to forward us 
your Explanation of Benefits (EOB) from your insurance and any check(s) 
received. Any amounts paid to you will be required to be paid to this office 
as we have only collected your co-pay and or deducible. In the event that 
you do not forward your insurance EOB and payments to us you will be 
billed for the balance of the of the DST customary fee.

• ** Out of network courtesy discounts or negotiation write offs will not be 
applied until after the EOB and our office receives insurance payments.

• By signing this agreement you agree to pay for services rendered at our 
office and understand that

• you are individually responsible for payment of all fees that were previously 
discussed.

• __________________________________________ ________________________

• Signature Date

• ___________________________________________ ________________________

• Witness Date



QUESTIONS?



For More Information

Stacey C. Layman, DDS
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